We discuss the effect of infrared soft gluons on the asymptotic behaviour of the total crosssection. We use a singular but integrable expression for the strong coupling constant in the infrared limit and relate its behaviour to the satisfaction of the Froissart bound, giving a specific phenomenological example.
of the rise of total cross-sections. In another vein, there are the eikonal models which use the impact parameter distribution of protons, often derived from the Fourier trasform of the proton form factor, and a basic scattering cross-sections [3] . Among them is the eikonal mini-jet model in which the term which drives the rise is a perturbatively calculated QCD jet cross-section . Our proposal is to use this eikonal mini-jet model with an impact parameter factor derived from the Fourier transform of the initial transverse momentum distribution of valence quarks in the proton, calculated through soft gluon resummation. This distribution is energy dependent and produces a saturation mechanism which quenches the mini-jet rise in such a way that one restores the Froissart bound. In the following we shall first describe the soft gluon transverse momentum distribution, then the eikonal mini-jet model and its application to the proton cross-sections. We shall then show how this model for total cross-sections, in the very large asymptotic regime, and with a particular ansätz for the zero momentum modes of the emitted soft gluons, satisfies the Froissart bound.
II. THE SOFT GLUON TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION
Soft gluon emission from the initial quarks and gluons introduces an acollinearity between the initial partons. Such acollinearity is energy dependent, and can be responsible for reducing the fast rise of the mini-jet cross-section [4] . We have described this effect in a number of papers, here we first discuss in detail the main characteristics of the soft gluon resummed transverse momentum distribution.
The emission of an infinite number of low momentum massless quanta results in a four momentum distribution
with
where d 3n (k) is the average number of soft quanta, gluons or photons, emitted by a color or electrically charged source. Upon integrating on the energy and longitudinal momentum variable, one obtains the well known transverse momentum distribution
The above transverse momentum distribution does not admit a closed form solution, unlike the energy distribution in QED, which easily integrates to a power law function. This has led to various strategies to evaluate the integral in Eq. (3), none of which is however fully satisfying, for reasons which we shall try to illustrate. Indeed, while the importance of this function has been known for a long time, in our opinion such importance has not been fully exploited, and in this note we shall discuss this point and present our approach to the problem.
The simplest case to examine is that of the low momentum soft quanta in an Abelian gauge theory with a constant but not small coupling constant. It is then possible to make some simple approximations, as in [5] , and obtain a closed form for the transverse momentum distribution, namely
where K 1−β/2 is the modified Bessel function of third kind, β is obtained by performing the angular integration over d 3n (k), E is the maximum energy allowed to the single soft quantum emitted and A is related to < K ⊥ > and defined so that the distribution is normalized to 1.
The above procedure fails in the non Abelian case, where the strong coupling constant is large but not constant. This was included [6, 7, 8] in the QCD versions of the transverse momentum distribution, still presently used in many phenomenological applications. Using the asymptotic freedom expression for α s , the relative transverse momentum distribution induced by soft gluon emission from a pair of, initially collinear, colliding partons is obtained, at LO, as
where the integration only extends down to a scale µ. Because of the cut-off µ, this expression fails to reproduce the entire range of low energy transverse momentum effects and an ad hoc constant, i.e. the intrinsic transverse momentum, is introduced for phenomenological applications.
The problem we observe in the above use of this distribution is its limited applicability to minimum bias physics and its lack of connection to the question of confinement. Our approach instead is to extend the integral over the soft gluon momentum down to zero modes; propose an ansätz for the behaviour of α s in the infrared region, and compare its consequences on measurable quantities such as the total cross-section. In the next section, we shall present one such phenomenological application through the calculation of total cross-sections and in the last section discuss the consequences of our ansätz for the infrared soft gluon limit to the limitations imposed by the Froissart bound on the total cross-section.
III. A MODEL FOR TOTAL CROSS-SECTION
Recently we have obtained predictions for the total cross-section [9, 10, 11] at LHC energies using a model based on hard component of scattering responsible for the rise of the total cross-section and soft gluon emission from scattering particles which softens the rise and gives the impact parameter distribution. In this model mini-jet events coming from parton-parton high energy collisions are responsible for the rise of the total cross-section. From perturbative QCD, we have the following expression for parton-parton cross section at high energy
dσ kl ij (ŝ) dp t
which depends on the minimum transverse momentum allowed to the scattered partons in the final state, p tmin , ≈ 1 − 2 GeV. This parameter represents the energy scale which distinguishes hard processes from the soft ones. Evaluating the mini-jet cross-sections using different LO parametrizations available for the Partonic Density Functions f i|A [12] , we obtain a growth of σ jet with energy as a (small) power of s. Soft gluon emission changes the parton collinearity and contributes in softening the rise of the total cross section. The average number of soft gluon emissions increases with energy, with more emission leading to more acollinearity between colliding partons and less energy available for mini-jet production. These processes are best studied through an impact parameter (b-)distribution. The overlap function which describes the b-distribution of the incident partons in our model is
similar to the one obtained in the first section, but for the fact that the integral extends down to zero momentum and J 0 (k t b) needs to be retained for infrared finiteness. For α s we use a phenomenological expression, which coincides with the usual QCD limit for large k t , but is singular for k t → 0, namely (10) with p < 1 for the integral over k t to exist and p ≥ 1/2 for the correct analyticity in the momentum transfer variable.
The parameter q max is linked by kinematics to the maximum transverse momentum allowed to single soft gluon emission in a given hard collision, and for this purpose, we use an expression averaged over all the parton densities [11] 
with z min = 4p 2 tmin /(sx 1 x 2 ). The use of eikonal representation allows us to consider multiple scatterings. Neglecting the real part of the eikonal function, the expression for the total cross section is given by
number of partonic collisions during the scattering. The hard term is evaluated using the expressions (7) and (8) for σ jet and A BN , while the soft one has a phenomenological parametrization
where σ 0 = constant is a parameter necessary to reproduce the right normalization of the total cross-section, while ǫ = 0, 1 respectively for pp and pp scattering, A sof t BN parametrized as in [10] . Fig.1 from [9] shows the range of values of the total cross-section produced with this model using a set of phenomenological values for the parameters p tmin , σ 0 and p, and varying the parton densities.
IV. SOFT GLUONS IN THE INFRARED LIMIT AND TOTAL CROSS-SECTION
At very large energies, using the eikonal representation, the total cross-section in our model [10] reads
where n hard (b, s) = σ jet (s)A hard (b, s). We consider the asymptotic expression for σ jet at high energies, which grows as a power of s: proton-proton Fig. 1 : Total cross-section obtained from our model [11] using different PDF's [12] , compared with data [13] and with other models [14] where h(b, s) is given by Eq. (4). If we take now the limit k t → 0 where d 3 n(k) ∝ α s (k 2 t ) and α s (k t ) ≈ ( 
from which we derive
The result shows explicitly that soft gluon resummation can restore the asymptotic growth of σ T to lie within the Froissart bound. (Recall that 1/2 ≤ p < 1).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how soft gluon resummation acts as a saturation mechanism in the rise of the total cross-section. This effect, embedded into the eikonal formalism with QCD mini-jets to drive
